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WELCOME

• Welcome to the VORTECS™ Report – your weekly overview of all

the ways in which Cointelegraph Markets Pro is leveling the

playing field for cryptocurrency market participants.

• It’s been a good week to be a crypto buff. Bulls’ domination of 

the market saw Bitcoin to its all-time highs above $61,000, 

while the market capitalization of all digital assets combined 

stood at around $1.8 trillion. 

• The unprecedented market conditions meant that VORTECS™

algorithm struggled to assign extremely high-confidence scores 

throughout the week: Unsurprisingly, no asset reached the score 

of 90.
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Hold BTC: 1% ROI

Buy 80 / Sell after 24 hours: 47% ROI

You might have noticed that the gold bar of the altseason
indicator, while still leaning to the alts’ territory, visibly
shrank compared to previous weeks, even despite the
Bitcoin dominance measure barely moving.

This means that the market patterns observed by the
model begin to resemble conditions that historically
preceded periods when Bitcoin’s performance was
stronger when compared to its little siblings’.

Is it altseason?

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-price-rally-to-61-800-shows-btc-bulls-are-in-full-control


UNDERSTANDING VORTECS

There are countless ways to put the CT Markets Pro toolkit to work, so tips from the real people who use the platform are invaluable.

This past week, we heard fromsome spot-on community member accounts:

To Thakiana, VORTECS™ brings something of great value in trading: higher probability. Indeed, thinking of market outcomes in terms of

probability is more productive than in terms of iron laws. Again, no crystal balls!

The model helps Hugo_Armando make smart decisions – no more, no less. He also has some useful tips on what else to consider.

Community member FullyStaked considers VORTECS™ as much more than just a supplement to decision-making. Rather, it is a tool for

discovering new coins and catching “the next wave.”

Thank you for the kind words, folks!
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In your own words!

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811634000539287611/821683905605795840
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811634000539287611/821684179384139796
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811634000539287611/821681780352090163
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813838704308649986/821853077068972042


TESTING RESULTS

In this week’s live-testing, a total of 25 VORTECS™-based

trading strategies yielded higher return on investment than the

baseline portfolio of all altcoins.

On average, coins that crossed the threshold of 80 this week

yielded sizable returns after both going back to the yellow

VORTECS™ zone and 1, 2, 4, and 7 days of holding.

Because there hasn’t been scores of 90 and above, most

strategies use the VORTECS™ values of 80 and 75 as entry

points. Here is the leaderboard:
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Buy 80 – Sell 65: +52%

Buy 80 – Sell 60: + 48%

Buy 75 – Sell 65: + 29%

Buy 80 - sell after 24 hours: + 47%

Buy 85 - sell after 48 hours: + 46%

To put this into perspective, Bitcoin 
generated a 1% ROI over the same period, 
while the basket of all alts yielded 11%.

Top strategies 
(weekly, Mar 12 to March 18)



A closer look at the most successful strategy, Buy 80/Sell 65, 

reveals that at various times it held 20 different coins. 

The top performer, CHZ, has been around for almost the 

entire time (marked in red on the graph), save for a few brief 

moments on Mar. 13-14 between when it went below 65 and 

hadn’t returned to 80 yet.

Axie Infinity (AXS) and THORChain (RUNE) were the two 

other assets that were held more than half of the time and 

contributed significantly to the portfolio’s overall success.
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VORTECS™ Strategies: A breakdown



This week’s illustration of a high score at work is sponsored by Enjin, whose 

stretch of dark green began on Mar. 10 at the price of $1.70 (first red circle). 

The dark green preceded a steady rise to over $2.70 that began (second red 

circle) some 40 hours after VORTECS™ had crossed the bar of 80.
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A total of 85 NewsQuake™ notifications have gone out to the CT Markets Pro community this past 

week. Of them, more than a half were listing announcements, with staking and partnership each 

taking up roughly a quarter of the overall volume.

Not that we are bragging, but the alert of Cardano (ADA) being listed on Coinbase Pro reached the 

Markets Pro community before the official tweet came up on Coinbase Pro’s account.
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The NewsQuake™ with the 
biggest impact on asset 

prices was the 
announcement of OKEx

enabling margin trading for 
CFX, CHZ, and MANA. 

The news saw Chiliz 121% 
up, while Decentraland

gained 111% peak return, as 
visible in the graph here

(NewsQuake™ circled in red).NewsQuakes!

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/806375629586300929/821429069832388670
https://twitter.com/CoinbasePro/status/1371869126600368128
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If you had your Discord notifications on, you had been hit by a total of 78
VORTECS™ alerts over the week. The majority (59) signaled an asset
crossing the threshold of 80; eighteen times, it was a coin going straight to
81; once, from under 80 to 82.

A total of 20 assets were featured in alerts, with Axie Infinity (17), Sandbox
(10), and PARSIQ (9) coming up the most.

While a high number of alerts featuring a single coin does not necessarily
indicate successful performance (it could simply mean a VORTECS™ score
going up and down around the 80 mark), we can see that all three leaders
have done rather well, yielding a weekly ROI of between 14% and 37%.

STAY ALERT



UPDATES DRIVEN BY YOU

CT Markets Pro now supports in-browser desktop notifications on Brave, Chrome, and Firefox!

The dev team also rolled out the VORTECS™ Momentum functionality. To enable the new metrics, go to the right 

side of the Scanner page and click on the Edit column button. The indicators show how the asset’s VORTECS™

score changes in the last hour and 24 hours, giving users additional context to interpret the coin’s current 

market conditions.

New assets this week include Livepeer (LPT) and IRISnet (IRIS).
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https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633915465957397/821025894973702174
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633915465957397/822121474516582450
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633915465957397/822121474516582450

